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Abstract

We construct a family of infinitely many new candidate non-Abelian self-correcting

topological quantum memories in D ě 5 ` 1 spacetime dimensions without particle

excitations using local commuting non-Pauli stabilizer lattice models and field theories

of Z3
2 higher-form gauge fields with nontrivial topological action. We call such non-

Pauli stabilizer models magic stabilizer codes. The family of topological orders have

Abelian electric excitations and non-Abelian magnetic excitations that obey Ising-like

fusion rules, generalizing the dihedral group D8 gauge theory in 2+1d. The simplest

example includes a new non-Abelian self-correcting memory in 5+1d with Abelian

loop excitations and non-Abelian membrane excitations. We use a Peierls argument

to demonstrate the self-correction property and the thermal stability, and devise a

probablistic local cellular-automaton decoder.
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1 Introduction

In this work we will investigate the self-correcting property and thermal stability of a family

of non-Abelian topological quantum field theories (TQFTs) in higher dimensions. In D “ 3

spacetime dimension, the TQFT is the non-Abelian D8 gauge theory, i.e. dihedral group of

order 8. The theory is recently realized in experiment [1]. It is known that D “ 3 TQFTs

do not provide self-correcting quantum memory at finite temperature [2–5], while loop toric

code TQFT in 4+1d that have only loop excitations is known to be thermally stable quantum

memory. However, the loop toric code model describes an Abelian topological order, while

non-Abelian topological orders are more useful to implement source-effective logical gates.

This motivates us to explore higher dimensional non-Abelian topological order.

Higher dimensional topological orders above the physical dimension can be realized using

long-range connections and are relevant for practical fault-tolerant quantum computation

[6–8], and they are ubiquitous in quantum low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [9–21].

Non-Abelian topological orders above D “ 4 dimension are less understood except for

topological orders with particles (see e.g. [22]), where the particles arise from the electric

charges due to gauging an ordinary symmetry. However, such theories with particles cannot

provide self-correcting quantum memory at finite temperature (e.g. [2–5, 23]). Thus we will

in particular study non-Abelian topological orders without particles. This will also help

to answer a fundamental question: whether non-Abelian topological order exists at finite

temperature.

From the perspective of practical fault-tolerant quantum computation, a fundamental

question is about the space-time overhead for the computation, including the overhead for

both the quantum and classical operations in the computing process. In a typical case of

an actively corrected quantum memory, one measures the error syndrome and then sends

the syndrome information to the classical computer to decode it. The classical decoder then

decides a recovery operation to correct the errors. These processes need non-local classical

communications and the classical decoder requires computation time scaled with the system

size. Since classical communication and gates are not infinitely faster than the quantum

gates, such classical time overhead will make it impossible for the classical decoder to keep

up with the advancing of quantum operations and to correct the errors timely when the
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system is large enough [24,5]. Self-correcting memory is hence more desirable since it gets rid

of the classical software and the associated time overhead and instead passively protects the

quantum hardware from the errors. While such a passive protection might be challenging at

the current stage from the engineering perspective, self-correcting memory is also useful even

in the context of active error correction since it is always closely associated with an underlying

local cellular-automaton decoder [25,5]. Such a decoder is composed of local update rules at

each time step and does not require non-local classical communication. It also does not have a

decoding time overhead during the computation process except the final readout stage when

the classical decoder no longer needs to catch up with the quantum operations. Although

existing single-shot error correction schemes permit constant quantum time overhead [26],

only self-correcting quantum memory can potentially achieve both constant quantum and

classical time overhead. In fact, there exists a scheme for implementing universal logical gate

set with constant-depth geometrically non-local circuits acting on a non-Abelian topological

code [27–29] where the time overhead is expected to be Opd{ log dq (d is the code distance)

due to the stretching of the support of error clusters by a constant factor. If such a scheme

can be adapted to a non-Abelian self-correcting memory where the stretched error can be

shrunk back in constant time, constant time overhead will be achieved for both the quantum

and classical operations during the computation stage.

Although the loop toric code in four space dimension is a self-correcting memory, it

only support logical Clifford gates similar to the toric code in two space dimension. On

the other hand, universal logical gate set has been found using a generalized color code in

six spatial dimensions [30], which also serves as a self-correcting memory. In this work, we

have discovered a non-Abelian self-correcting memories in five spatial dimensions, which can

potentially allow a universal quantum computing scheme with lower space overhead than the

6D color code scheme. Interestingly, we find that our 5D non-Abelian self-correcting memory

can also be obtained from a twisted compatification of the 6D color code in Ref. [30] down to

five spatial dimensions. We also generalize the 5D non-Abelian self-correcting memory to a

family of infinitely many non-Abelian self-correcting memories above five spatial dimensions.

Topological orders without particles are highly constrained: the lowest-dimensional

excitations must obey Abelian fusion rule (see e.g. [31, 32]). For instance, if the lowest-

dimensional nontrivial excitation is a membrane, then it must be obey Abelian fusion rule.

On the other hand, when there exist nontrivial loop excitations, the membrane excitations do

not need to obey Abelian fusion, and they can be non-Abelian. Non-Abelian TQFTs without

particles can only exist at or above spacetime dimension D ě 5 ` 1. To see this, we note

that non-Abelian fusion of k-dimensional excitations with k ě 1 requires pk´1q-dimensional

excitations in order to produce a consistent fusion rule after shrinking the k-dimensional

excitations on a circle: without nontrivial pk ´ 1q-dimensional excitations, shrinking on a

circle would produce the inconsistent fusion 1ˆ1 “ 1`1`¨ ¨ ¨ from the non-Abelian fusion of
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k-dimensional excitations (see e.g. [31,32] and appendix A). In addition, we require pk´1q ě 1

to avoid particles. Remote detectability, i.e. an n-dimensional excitation must have mutual

braiding with some pD´n´3q-dimensional excitations in well-defined TQFTs [33–36], further

implies that there are also pD ´ k ´ 3q, pD ´ k ´ 2q-dimensional excitations. Demanding

them to be at least 1-dimensional gives k ď pD ´ 4q. Thus 2 ď k ď pD ´ 4q, and D ě 6. We

will provide explicit models for a family of infinite many new non-Abelian topological orders

without particles at every D ě 6 spacetime dimensions.

1.1 The model

In this work we will study Non-Abelian self-correcting quantum memory using the following

family of non-Abelian TQFTs. We will call them generalized D8 theories or the cubic

theories.1 They are described by Z2 m-form, n-form and pD ´ m ´ nq-form gauge theories

in D spacetime dimension, with the topological action

π

ż

am Y bn Y cD´m´n , (1.1)

where am, bn, cD´m´n are the respective gauge fields. The theory is a non-Abelian TQFT:

the fusion rules of the magnetic operators that create holonomy for am, bn, cD´m´n are non-

invertible. For instance, fusing the pD ´ m ´ 1q dimensional magnetic operator that creates

holonomy of am gives

M p1q
pMD´m´1q ˆ M p1q

pMD´m´1q “
ÿ

γn,γ1
D´m´n

W p2q
pγnqW p3q

pγ1
D´m´nq , (1.2)

where W 2 “ p´1q
ş

bn and W p3q “ p´1q
ş

cD´m´n are Wilson operators, and the sum is over

γn P HnpMD´m´1q, γ
1
D´m´n P HD´m´npMD´m´1q. The right hand side is a sum of simple

objects, and thus the fusion is non-Abelian. For each member in the family, we construct

commuting non-Pauli stabilizer lattice models on any triangulated spatial lattice, and in

particular on hypercubic lattice. We call such non-Pauli stabilizer models magic stabilizer

codes.

We will show that when m,n obey 2 ď m,n ď D ´ 3, 3 ď m ` n ď D ´ 2, the theory

does not have particle excitations. Thus the models provide a family of infinitely many

non-Abelian TQFTs without particles in D ě 6, such as D “ 6 and m “ n “ 2, where the

theory describes Abelian loop excitations and non-Abelian membrane excitations. We will

argue that the theories provide thermally stable quantum memory.

1Despite the naming similarity, the theories are not related to Haah’s cubic code.
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1.2 Review of quantum memory at finite temperature for loop

toric code

Let us review the basic property of self-correcting quantum memory discussed in Ref. [25]

for the example of loop toric code in 4+1d following a Peierls argument. The Hilbert space

has physical qubit on each face, and the stabilizer Hamiltonian is

H “ HGauss ` HFlux “ ´
ÿ

e

ź

ePBf

Xf ´
ÿ

c

ź

fPBc

Zf . (1.3)

The basic excitations are loop excitations created by membrane operators
ś

Xf and
ś

Zf .

Take the error given by electric loop excitation of length ℓ measured in the lattice spacing,

which violates ℓ of the Gauss law terms in the Hamiltonian and have energy cost Epℓq “ 2ℓϵ0
where ϵ0 is the energy unit of the Hamiltonian. There are npℓq such configuration of length

ℓ, and they are suppressed by the Boltzmann factor e´βEpℓq. Whether large errors are

suppressed at low temperature depends on the competition of the this entropy effect and the

Boltzmann suppression. The large loop excitation errors are suppressed when

e´βEpℓqnpℓq ! 1 . (1.4)

where β “ 1{pkBT q for temperature T and Boltzmann constant kB. The multiplicity of loops

of length ℓ is

npℓq „ Polynomialpℓqµℓ , (1.5)

where µ „ 6.77 is the connectivity on 4D hypercubic lattice [37], and only self-avoiding

loops are counted by resolving the intersection points without loss of generality. At low

temperature, the large loops are exponentially suppressed. The critical temperature below

which the errors are suppressed is

Tc „ p2{ log µqϵ0{kB . (1.6)

We will perform a similar analysis for our non-Abelian memory.

The work is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss a family of infinitely many non-

Abelian TQFTs in any dimension. In section 3 we discuss a new example of non-Abelian

TQFT in 5+1d with only loops and non-Abelian membrane excitations, and argue that

it can provide self-correcting quantum memory at finite temperature. We generalize the

thermal stability argument to infinite many models in the family. In section 4 we discuss

the results and future directions. There are several appendices. In appendix A we provide

an obstruction to non-Abelian TQFT by the absence of lower dimensional excitations. In

appendix B we review the definition of cup products on triangulated and hypercube lattices.

In appendix C we discuss the CZ,S and Hadamard logical gates in 4D loop toric code.
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2 Cubic Theory in D dimension as Non-Abelian TQFT

2.1 The model

Consider Z2 m-form, n-form and pD ´ m ´ nq-form gauge fields am, bn, cD´m´n, with the

action

π

ż

am Y bn Y cD´m´n . (2.1)

We can write the theory by embedding the gauge fields into Up1q gauge fields:

1

π2

ż

ambncD´m´n `
2

2π

ż

amdraD´m´1 `
2

2π

ż

bndrbD´n´1 `
2

2π

ż

cD´m´ndrcm`n´1 . (2.2)

Examples of the theory are discussed in various literature:

• When n “ 1,m “ 1, the gauge fields pa1, b1,rc1q describe the gauge field of D8 one-

form gauge theory: the equation of motion for cD´2 sets drc1 “ 1
π
a1b1, which described

the extension of Z2 ˆ Z2 by Z2 with the 2-cocycle given by a1b1. When D “ 3, the

equivalence with the D8 gauge theory is discussed in e.g. [38–40].

• When m “ 2, b “ 2 and D “ 5, this is gauging the Z2 0-form symmetry generated by

the toric code Walker Wang domain wall.

2.2 Hilbert space of TQFT

The equation of motions are

dam “ 0, dbn “ 0, dcD´m´n “ 0

draD´m´1 ` bncD´m´n{π “ 0, drbD´n´1 ` amcD´m´n{π “ 0, drcm`n´1 ` ambn{π “ 0 .

Thus the Hilbert space of the TQFT on a spatial manifold corresponds can be described

by holonomies of am, bn, cD´m´n subject to the constraints (below we use the normalization

that the holonomies are 0, 1 mod 2)

am Y bn “ 0, am Y cD´m´n “ 0, bn Y cD´m´n “ 0 . (2.3)

We remark that we will describe the TQFT as ground states of a local commuting

projector lattice model in section 2.4, where the TQFT Hilbert space is the ground state

subspace of the Hamiltonian lattice model.
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2.3 Operators

The theory has the following well-defined operators:

• The theory has invertible operators generated by the electric Wilson operators (here

upIq “ pa, b, cq, rupIq “ pra,rb,rcq)

W piq
“ ei

ş

upIq

. (2.4)

The electric Wilson operators obey Z3
2 fusion rule.

• The magnetic operators are

e
i

ş

ΣD´m´1
raD´m´1`i

ş

VD´m
bncD´m´n{π

e
i

ş

ΣD´n´1
rbD´n´1`i

ş

VD´n
cD´m´nam{π

e
i

ş

Σm`n´1
rcm`n´1`i

ş

Vm`n
ambn{π

, (2.5)

where Σk “ BVk`1. Since in the Hilbert space am Y bn “ 0, am Y cD´m´n “ 0,

bn Y cD´m´n “ 0, these operators do not depend on Vi for i “ D ´ m,D ´ n,m ` n,

respectively [41]. To obtain magnetic operators without Vk`1, we can put choose a

local polarization [42–45], i.e. consider Vk`1 with two boundaries, one with magnetic

operators, the other a topological boundary condition. The topological boundary

condition can be described by a normal subgroup H of the bulk gauge group such

that the topological action on Vk`1 becomes trivial, i.e. well-defined boundary without

gauge anomalies, and a topological action on the boundary for the H subgroup.

For instance, we can obtain a magnetic operator for am on ΣD´m´1 by choosing the

other topological boundary to be bn| “ 0 “ cD´m´n|, which gives a magnetic operator

decorated with the condensation of the Wilson operators W p2q,W p3q on ΣD´m´1 that

imposes the projection to bn| “ 0, cD´m´n| “ 0 [46]. We will call such magnetic

operator M p1q, and similarly define M p2q,M p3q using the Dirichlet boundary conditions

of pam, cD´m´nq, pam, bnq, respectively.

From the condensate of Wilson operators, one can derive the non-Abelian fusion rules

(see also [41])

M pIq
ˆ W pJq

“ M pIq , I ‰ J

M pIq
ˆ M pIq

“
ÿ

W pJq
pγqW pKq

pγ1
q , I, J,K distinct . (2.6)

• Gauged symmetry-protected topological (SPT) operators [47–49, 41, 50] H˚pBmZ2 ˆ

BnZ2ˆBD´m´nZ2, Up1qq. The closed gauged SPT operators
ş

ambn,
ş

amcD´m´n,
ş

bncD´m´n

are trivial. There are following nontrivial gauged SPT operators:

V 12
“ ei

ş

amdbn{p2πq, V 23
“ ei

ş

bndcD´m´n{p2πq, V 13
“ ei

ş

amdcD´m´n{p2πq . (2.7)
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• “Mixed” operators that involve the electric and the magnetic operators:

e
i

ş

BMD´n`m
amrbD´n´1{π`i

ş

MD´n`m
a2mcD´m´n{π2

e
i

ş

BMD´m`n
bnraD´m´1{π`i

ş

MD´m`n
b2ncD´m´n{π2

e
i

ş

BMm`2n
bnrcm`n´1{π`i

ş

Mm`2n
b2nam{π2

e
i

ş

BM2D´m´2n
cD´m´n

rbD´n´1{π`i
ş

M2D´m´2n
c2D´m´nam{π2

e
i

ş

BM2m`n
amrcm`n´1{π`i

ş

M2m`n
a2mbn{π2

e
i

ş

BM2D´m´2n
cD´m´nraD´n´1{π`i

ş

M2D´m´2n
c2D´m´nbn{π2

. (2.8)

As in the magnetic operators, these operators do not depend on the bulk. To define

operators without using the bulk, we can choose a local polarization by putting the

operator on one boundary and a topological boundary condition on the other boundary.

For instance, in the first operator we can impose the Dirichlet boundary conditions for

am, cD´m´n, and similar for the other operators. Let us call the resulting operators on

the boundary D12,D21,D23,D32,D13,D31. Due to the condensate from the topological

boundary conditions, the operators Dij are non-invertible.

The operators act on the Wilson and magnetic operators. For instance, when the Wilson

operator W p2q intersects D12, it creates holonomy for rbD´n´1, and results in additional

Wilson operator W p1q. On the other hand, when the magnetic operator M p1q intersects

D12, the projectors for W p1q annihilate the magnetic operator, and similarly for M p3q.

In other words, the magnetic operators M p1q,M p3q cannot intersect with or terminate

at D12:

D12 : W p1q
Ñ W p1q, W p2q

Ñ W p1qW p2q, M p1q
Ñ 0, M p3q

Ñ 0 . (2.9)

2.4 Lattice model

Let us construct a local commuting non-Pauli stabilizer Hamiltonian for the Cubic theory

in D spacetime dimension. We can begin by constructing a Hamiltonian model for the SPT

phase with Z2 pm ´ 1q-form symmetry, pn ´ 1q-form symmetry, and pD ´ m ´ n ´ 1q-form

symmetry, and then gauge these symmetries minimally.

SPT Hamiltonian A lattice Hamiltonian model for the SPT phase with the cocycle2

ϕDpam, bn, cD´m´nq “ πam Y bn Y cD´m´n (2.10)

2Properties of cup products on triangulated or hypercubic lattice are reviewed in e.g. [51–53,22] (see also

appendix B).
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can be constructed using the method in e.g. [54,55]. We introduce a qubit on each pm ´ 1q-

simplex, pn´1q-simplex and pD´m´n´1q-simplex, acted by Pauli operators X0,i, Y 0,i, Z0,i.

Denote λi “ p1 ´ Z0,iq{2. The entangler of the SPT wavefunction is

p´1q
ş

λ1Ydλ2Ydλ3

, (2.11)

where the integral is over the space. The SPT Hamiltonian is given by conjugating the

paramagnet H0 “ ´
ř

X0,1 ´
ř

X0,2 ´
ř

X0,3 by the entangler:

HSPT “ ´
ÿ

sm´1

X0,1
sm´1

p´1q
ş

rsm´1Ydλ2Ydλ3

´
ÿ

sn´1

X0,2
sn´1

p´1q
ş

rdλ1Yrsn´1Ydλ3

´
ÿ

sD´m´n´1

X0,3
sD´m´n´1

p´1q
ş

dλ1Ydλ2YrsD´m´n´1 , (2.12)

where sn are n-simplices, and rsn is the n-cochain that takes value 1 on sn and zero otherwise.

Cubic Theory Hamiltonian We can gauge the symmetries following the method in

e.g. [56–58] by introducing gauge fields qubits on each m,n, pD ´ m ´ nq simplicies, acted

by the Pauli operators X i, Y i, Zi with i “ 1, 2, 3 for the three types of qubits. Denote

am “ p1 ´ Z1q{2, bn “ p1 ´ Z2q{2, cD´m´n “ p1 ´ Z3q{2. After gauge-fixing to remove the

original qubits, the Hamiltonian of the gauged theory is

HCubic “ HGauss ` HFlux ,

HGauss “ ´
ÿ

sm´1

˜

ź

BsmĂsm´1

X1
sm

¸

p´1q
ş

rsm´1YbnYcD´m´n

´
ÿ

sn´1

˜

ź

BsnĂsn´1

X2
sn´1

¸

p´1q
ş

amYrsn´1YcD´m´n

´
ÿ

sD´m´n´1

˜

ź

BsD´m´nĂsD´m´n´1

X3
sD´m´n

¸

p´1q
ş

amYbnYrsD´m´n´1 , (2.13)

where sn are n-simplices on the lattice, and the flux terms Hflux are

Hflux “ ´
ÿ

sm`1

˜

ź

smPBsm`1

Z1
sm

¸

´
ÿ

sn`1

˜

ź

snPBsn`1

Z2
sn

¸

´
ÿ

sD´m´n`1

˜

ź

sD´m´nPBsD´m´n`1

Z3
sD´m´n

¸

.

(2.14)

The Gauss law Hamiltonian HGauss consists of products of X
i and CZjk for distinct j, k ‰ i.

2.4.1 Commuting non-Pauli stabilizer lattice model

We note that the Gauss law terms HGauss only commute among themselves on the zero flux

sector. To make them exactly commute, we can modify the Gauss law term by multiplying
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Figure 1: Non-Pauli stabilizer model for D “ 3,m “ n “ 1 cubic theory, which is equivalent

to ordinary D8 gauge theory in 2+1d. Here Pipfq “
1`

ś

ePBf Zi
e

2
is the projector to zero flux

on face f . The dashed line with endpoints i, j is the operator CZi,j on the qubits i, j on the

edges connected by the line. The upper figures can multiply with addition flux projectors

and still maintain the commuting property.

them with projectors to zero fluxes. We note that the flux projectors commute with each

term in HGauss, and thus the ordering of the projectors do not matter. This gives commuting

Gauss law Hamiltonian:

H 1
Gauss

“ ´
ÿ

sm´1

˜

ź

BsmĂsm´1

X1
sm

¸

p´1q
ş

rsm´1YbnYcD´m´n

ź

s1
n´1

˜

1 ` p´1q
ş

rsm´1Yrs1
n´1YdcD´m´n

2

¸

ź

s2
D´m´n´1

˜

1 ` p´1q
ş

rsm´1YdbnYrs2
D´m´n´1

2

¸

´
ÿ

sn´1

˜

ź

BsnĂsn´1

X2
sn´1

¸

p´1q
ş

amYrsn´1YcD´m´n

ź

s1
m´1

˜

1 ` p´1q
ş

rs1
m´1Yrsn´1YdcD´m´n

2

¸

ź

s2
D´m´n´1

˜

1 ` p´1q
ş

damYrsn´1Yrs2
D´m´n´1

2

¸

´
ÿ

sD´m´n´1

˜

ź

BsD´m´nĂsD´m´n´1

X3
sD´m´n

¸

p´1q
ş

amYbnYrsD´m´n´1

ź

s1
m´1

˜

1 ` p´1q
ş

rs1
m´1YdbnYrsD´m´n´1

2

¸

ź

s2
n´1

˜

1 ` p´1q
ş

damYrs2
n´1YrsD´m´n´1

2

¸

. (2.15)

Locality of Hamiltonian Each term in the Hamiltonian (2.15) is local. This is because

on hypercubic lattice, for a given simplex sk and integers l, l1, rsk Y rsl ‰ 0, rsl1 Y rsk ‰ 0 for

10



finite number of simplices sl, sl1 independent of the system size. More explicitly, the number

of sl is given by choosing l positive spatial directions in the complementary pD ´ k ´ 1q

spatial directions, which is

ˆ

D ´ k ´ 1

l

˙

. Similarly, the number of sl1 is

ˆ

D ´ k ´ 1

l1

˙

. For

example, if l “ D ´ k ´ 1 or l1 “ D ´ k ´ 1, there is a unique choice of sl or sl1 .

Local commuting non-Pauli stabilizer Hamiltonian The modified Hamiltonian

H 1
Cubic “ H 1

Gauss ` HFlux (2.16)

is a sum of local commuting terms and has the same ground states as the Hamiltonian HCubic.

We remark that the cup product expression allows us to define the model on any lattice that

admits a triangulation. For example, when D “ 3,m “ n “ 1, the model is illustrated

in figure 1. The lattice model defines a non-Pauli stabilizer code describing non-Abelian

topological orders, and we will call it magic stabilizer code.

Excitations Since the Hamiltonian is a sum of local commuting terms, we can analyze

the errors for each term independently, just as in the Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) codes.

The basic electric excitations are given by violations of the Gauss law term by 1´p´1q “ 2

but not the flux term. The basic magnetic excitations are given by violations of the flux

terms by 1 ´ p´1q “ 2 and violation of the Gauss law terms by 0 ´ p´1q “ 1.

2.5 Cubic theories without particles

Let us consider the class of cubic theories that do not have particles. In other words, all

gauge fields a, b, c,ra,rb,rc have degree greater or equal 2. This requires

m ě 2, n ě 2, D´m´n ě 2, D´m´1 ě 2, D´n´1 ě 2, m`n´1 ě 2 . (2.17)

These conditions simplify to

2 ď m ď D ´ 3, 2 ď n ď D ´ 3, 3 ď m ` n ď D ´ 2 . (2.18)

The first two equations imply 4 ď m`n ď 2D´6, and together with the last inequality gives

D ě 6. The condition on spacetime dimension D is consistent with the no-go theorem for

non-Abelian TQFTs without particles. The equality is attained with D “ 6,m “ n “ 2. For

every spacetime dimension above 6, there is a non-Abelian TQFT without particles given

by the cubic theory with m “ n “ 2.

11



As a consistency check, we note that in theories without particles, since the electric

excitations obey Abelian fusion rule and magnetic excitations obey non-Abelian fusion

rules, the dimensions of the magnetic excitations must be strictly greater than the minimal

dimension of the electric excitations due to the constraint discussed in appendix A (see

also [31, 32]):

D ´ m ´ 1 ą minpm,n,D ´ m ´ nq

D ´ n ´ 1 ą minpm,n,D ´ m ´ nq

m ` n ´ 1 ą minpm,n,D ´ m ´ nq . (2.19)

In such case, we can use electric excitations to form condensate whose dimension is one less

than that of the magnetic excitations. Since there are condensates of all dimensions down to

the dimension of the electric excitation itself which obeys Abelian fusion rules, the condition

in appendix A follows from (2.19). On the other hand, we can reproduce the conditions

(2.19) from the inequalities in (2.18) for the cubic theories without particles:

• The first two inequalities of (2.19) are related by m Ø n, so without loss of generality

we can consider the first one of them. Suppose the minimum on the right hand

side is pD ´ m ´ nq (including the case when the minimum is degenerate), then

pD ´ m ´ 1q ą pD ´ m ´ nq follows from n ě 2 in (2.18). Suppose the minimum

on the right hand side is instead m or n, i.e. m ă n, pD´m´nq or n ă m, pD´m´nq,

then pD ´ m ´ 1q ą pm ` n ´ 1q ą m or pD ´ m ´ 1q ą pn ` n ´ 1q ą n due to n ě 2

from (2.18).

• In the last inequality of (2.19), suppose the minimum on the right hand side is m or n

(including the case when the minimum is degenerate), then the inequality follows from

n ě 2 or m ě 2 in (2.18). Suppose the minimum on the right hand side is instead

pD ´m´nq ă m,n, which implies 2pD ´m´nq ă pm`nq, i.e. pm`nq ą 2D{3, then

2pm ` nq ą 4D{3 ą D ` 1 where the second inequality follows from D ě 6 in (2.18),

and this then implies the desired inequality pm ` n ´ 1q ą pD ´ m ´ nq.

Thus the theories without particles have the properties that the lowest dimensional

excitations obey Abelian fusion rule, in agreement with constraint on excitations with non-

Abelian fusion rules (see e.g. appendix A).

2.6 Cubic theory from compactification of generalized color code

The cubic theory in D spacetime dimension can be obtained from twisted compactification of

a generalized color code theory in pD`1q spacetime dimension [30,59], where the generalized

12



(a)

(b)

6D color code
(    gauge theory)

5D gauged SPT defect

compactify

5D non-Abelian 
self-correcting memory

identify

identify

circle

6D color code
(    gauge theory)

5D gauged SPT defect

compactify

5D non-Abelian 
self-correcting memory

smooth boundary

Figure 2: Non-Abelian self-correcting memory from (a) compactification of color code on a

circle with gauged SPT defect inserted, and (b) reduction on an interval with m-condensed

boundaries (i.e. Neumann boundary conditions for the higher-form Z2 gauge fields) on two

ends and the gauged SPT defect inserted in the middle.

color code theory is equivalent to decoupled Z2 m-form gauge theory, Z2 n-form gauge theory

and Z2 pD ´ m ´ nq-form gauge theory.

The pD ` 1q-dimensional theory can be described by three copies of Z2 toric code with

qubits on spatial m-simplices, n-simplices and pD ´ m ´ nq-simplices, respectively. We note

that the three types of simplices meet at a point in the D-dimensional space. It is equivalent

to a single copy of generalized color code up to a constant-depth local quantum circuit

(see e.g. [59, 60, 30]). For example, the D “ 6,m “ 2, n “ 4 case corresponds to the 6D

color code self-correcting memory described in Ref. [30], which gives rise to our non-Abelian

self-correcting memory in five spatial dimensions after the twisted compactification process.
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The pD ` 1q dimensional theory has a Z2 0-form symmetry generated by gauged SPT

defect (denoted by sp3q) [47–49, 41, 50] given by domain wall decorated with the topological

action (2.1). If the space is Sm ˆSn ˆSD´m´n, the Z2 0-form symmetry acts as a constant-

depth circuit composed of the product of CCZ gates on the triplet of qubits in three copies

of toric codes respectively, which is dual to the transversal T gate in the generalized color

code [59]. The corresponding symmetrty operator in the TQFT can be expressed as:

Dsp3qpMD`1q “ exp

˜

πi

ż

MD`1

am Y bn Y cD´m´n

¸

, (2.20)

where for the D “ 3,m “ 1, n “ 1 case the correspondence to the CCZ gates in three copies

of 3D toric codes has been discussed in Ref. [50] and the correspondence to the transversal

T gates in the 3D color code can be found in Ref. [61].

We note that when a magnetic defect of one gauge field pierces the domain wall sp3q, it

forms a junction with the domain wall that has the non-Abelian magnetic defect in the cubic

theory, whose fusion produces the Wilson operators for the other two Z2 gauge fields. This

gives an operator-value associator similar to the junction discussed in section 2.3 of [62].

The twisted compactification of the pD ` 1q-dimensional theory to D spacetime

dimensions is given by turning on holonomy of this Z2 0-form symmetry along the internal

circle direction, i.e. placing the domain wall at a point on the circle, and we keep only the

zero modes of the gauge fields am, bn, cD´m´n that do not wind around the circle.3 The

holonomy introduce the action

π

ż

am Y bn Y cD´m´n Y pdθ{2πq , (2.21)

where θ „ θ ` 2π is the coordinate of the circle, and this corresponds to the background

gauge field dθ{2π for the Z2 0-form symmetry. Integrating over the circle direction gives

the topological action (2.1). Alternatively, we can reduce the pD` 1q-dimensional theory on

an interval with Neumann boundary condition for the gauge fields and the Z2 domain wall

in the middle. The Neumann boundary conditions for the gauge fields correspond to the

m-condensed or smooth boundaries. See Fig. 2 for an illustration.

We remark that similar twisted dimensional reduction for twisted gauge theory in D “ 3

is discussed in [40].

3The winding modes will give additional pm ´ 1q-form, pn ´ 1q-form and pD ´ m ´ n ´ 1q-form gauge

fields
ş

S1 am,
ş

S1 bn,
ş

S1 cD´m´n.
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3 Self-Correcting Cubic Theory of Strings and Mem-

branes

In the following, we will focus on the cubic theory with m “ n “ 2, D “ 6. This is a

non-Abelian TQFT in 5+1d with strings and membranes. The strings obey Abelian fusion

rule [31, 32], while the membranes are non-Abelian.

3.1 TQFT Hilbert space

The equation of motion implies

a2 Y b2 “ 0, a2 Y c2 “ 0, b2 Y c2 “ 0 . (3.1)

The Hilbert space is described by different holonomies of the two-form Z2 gauge fields a2, b2, c2
subject to the above constraint.

For instance, suppose the space is S2 ˆ S2 ˆ S1. Denote the holonomies on the two S2s

by the three-component vectors n⃗i “ pna
i , n

b
i , n

c
iq with na

i “ 0, 1 mod 2 is the holonomy of a2
on the ith S2, the constraint is

n⃗1 ˆ n⃗2 “ 0 mod 2 . (3.2)

There are 22 solutions, thus the Hilbert space of the TQFT on S2 ˆ S2 ˆ S1 has dimension

22.

3.2 Operators

There are Wilson surface operators

W p1q
“ ei

ş

a2 , W p2q
“ ei

ş

b2 , W p3q
“ ei

ş

c2 . (3.3)

The integral is over the support of the Wilson surface, given by 2-cycles M2. The Wilson

surface operators obey Z3
2 fusion rule. Under union of surfaces, the Wilson operators satisfy

W piqpM2q ˆ W piqpM 1
2q “ W piqpM2 ` M 1

2q for any two 2-cycles M2,M
1
2. On the lattice, they

are described by product of Zi for each i. The Wilson surface operators correspond to string

excitations, and they obey Z3
2 fusion rules.

There are magnetic volume operators

M p1q
“ ei

ş

ra3`i
ş

b2c2{π, M p2q
“ ei

ş

rb3`i
ş

a2c2{π, M p3q
“ ei

ş

rc3`i
ş

a2b2{π . (3.4)

The integral is over the support of the volume operators, given by 3-cycles M3.
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3.3 Commuting non-Pauli stabilizer lattice Hamiltonian model

On each face we introduce three types of qubits for a2, b2, c2, acted by Pauli operators

X i, Y i, Zi. Denote a2 “ p1 ´ Z1q{2, b2 “ p1 ´ Z2q{2, c2 “ p1 ´ Z3q{2. The model is

H “ ´
ÿ

e

˜

ź

BfĄe

X1
f

¸

p´1q
ş

reYb2Yc2
ź

e1

ˆ

1 ` p´1q
ş

reYre1Ydc2

2

˙

ź

e2

ˆ

1 ` p´1q
ş

reYdb2Yre2

2

˙

´
ÿ

e

˜

ź

BfĄe

X2
f

¸

p´1q
ş

a2YreYc2
ź

e1

ˆ

1 ` p´1q
ş

re1YreYdc2

2

˙

ź

e2

ˆ

1 ` p´1q
ş

da2YreYre2

2

˙

´
ÿ

e

˜

ź

BfĄe

X3
f

¸

p´1q
ş

a2Yb2Yre
ź

e1

ˆ

1 ` p´1q
ş

re1Ydb2Yre1

2

˙

ź

e2

ˆ

1 ` p´1q
ş

da2Yre2Yre

2

˙

` HFlux . (3.5)

For instance, on the 5D space with coordinate px, y, z, u, vq, the first term without the

projector on the edge px, y, z, u, vq “ p0, 0, 0, 0, 0q to p1, 0, 0, 0q in the x direction is given by

product of X1
f on the 8 faces that span respectively the pxˆp˘pyq, pxˆp˘pzq, pxˆp˘puq, pxˆp˘pvq

directions, where px denotes the unit vector in the x direction. The p´1q
ş

reYb2Yc2 is given by

CZf,f 1 of the physical qubits that are acted by the Pauli operators X2
f , X

3
f 1 on the following

pair of faces:

• f “ px “ 1, Squarey“0,z“0, u “ v “ 0q and f 1 “ px “ 1, y “ 1, z “ 1, Squareu“0,v“0q,

where Squarey“0,z“0 is the unit area square on the y, z-plane with four vertices

py, zq “ p0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 0q, p1, 1q. We note that the face f meet the edge

p0 ď x ď 1, y “ z “ u “ v “ 0q at a single point px “ 1, y “ z “ u “ v “ 0q,

the face f 1 does not meet this edge, and the faces f, f 1 meet at a single point

px “ 1, y “ 1, z “ 1, u “ v “ 0q.

• The other pairs are permutations of y, z, u, v, with total

ˆ

4

2

˙

“ 6 pairs of pf, f 1q in

total.

The projectors are product of the zero flux projectors p1`
ś

f2PBc Z
2
f2q{2, p1`

ś

f3PBc1 Z3
f3q{2

over the neighboring cubes c, c1.

3.3.1 Operators on the lattice

Wilson membrane operators On the lattice, there are Wilson membrane operators

given by product
ś

Zi
f over each small faces on the membrane. On non-contractible 2-cycles

they give rise to nontrivial logical operators.
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Magnetic volume operators There are also magnetic volume operators described by

product of X i together with projectors for each i. The projector is product p1`Zjqp1`Zkq

on non-contractible 2-cycles in the volume for distinct j, k ‰ i to preserve the holonomy

condition (3.1), i.e. project out the states that will violate the condition after applying X i.

On the 5-dimensional hypercubic spatial lattice, the magnetic operators on 3-cycle M3 are

M piq
pM3q “ P

«

X i
pM_

3 q
ź

f,f 1ĂM3

`

1 ` Zj
f

˘ `

1 ` Zk
f 1

˘

ff

P (3.6)

for distinct j, k ‰ i, where M_
3 is the 2-cycle that intersects with M3 at a point in space,

and X ipM_
3 q is the product of X i over faces crossing M_

3 . The term
`

1 ` Zj
f

˘ `

1 ` Zk
f 1

˘

are

projectors for Zj, Zk support at M3. The projectors enforce the condition (3.1) evaluated on

M_
3 ˆM2,M

_
3 ˆM 1

2 when the holonomy of the ith gauge field is changed on M_
3 (i “ a, b, c).

The operator denotes the projector onto the ground state subspace, i.e. the product of

projectors for all local stabilizers.

As a consequence of the projector, the magnetic operators are non-invertible, but obey

the fusion rule

M piq
pM3q ˆ M piq

pM3q “
ÿ

M2,M 1
2PH2pM3q

W pjq
pM2qW

pkq
pM 1

2q , (3.7)

for distinct j, k ‰ i. Thus the magnetic volume operators describe non-Abelian membrane

excitations.

3.3.2 Code distance

We remark that on a hypercubic lattice with linear size L in each direction, the minimal

logical operator is given by Wilson membrane operators of size L2. The errors created

by smaller size operators correspond to excited states. Thus the code distance is

d “ OpL2q “ OpN
2
5 q, where N “ OpL5q represents the total number of qubits.

3.4 Non-Abelian braiding of magnetic operators

Two-membrane braiding gives 0 The magnetic operators obey non-Abelian braiding

following the method of [41]. The braiding can be derived from the commutator of the

non-invertible operators (3.6). Consider the correlation function of two different magnetic

operators

xM p1q
pV3qM

p2q
pV 1

3qy . (3.8)
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The equation of motion for ra3,rb3 sets da2 “ ´πδpV3q
K, db2 “ ´πδpV 1

3qK, where δpV3q
K is a

delta function 3-form that restricts integrals to V3. For V3 “ BV4, V
1
3 “ BV 1

4 this reduces to

a2 “ ´πδpV4q
K, b2 “ ´πδpV 1

4qK. We are left with

ei
ş

c2δpV4qKδpV 1
4qK

. (3.9)

The equation of motion for c2 sets drc3 “ πδpV4q
KδpV 1

4qK. For non-exact δpV4qKδpV 1
4qK the

equation does not have a solution, and thus the correlation function is zero. Another way

to see the correlation function is zero is by performing path integral over Z2 gauge field c2,

whose possible holonomy is 0, π mod 2π: for the configuration where
ş

c2δpV4qKδpV 1
4qK “ 0, π,

the correlation function is

e0i ` eπi “ 0 . (3.10)

Such vanishing correlation function indicates the magnetic operators are non-Abelian. This

generalizes the vanishing Hopf braiding of two non-Abelian particles in 2+1d D8 gauge theory

(see e.g. [39]). The above computation indicates that there are two braiding channels.

In the lattice model on periodic space of T 5 topology, consider the commutator of the

magnetic operatorsM p1qpT 3
1,2,3q,M p2qpT 3

1,4,5q supported on two 3-tori with subscripts labelling

the coordinates, where

M p1q
pT 3

1,2,3q “ P

»

–X1
pT 3_

1,2,3q
ź

f,f 1ĂT 3
1,2,3

`

1 ` Z2
f

˘ `

1 ` Z3
f 1

˘

fi

flP

“ P

»

–X1
pT 3_

1,2,3q
ź

f,f 1ĂT 3
1,2,3

`

1 ` Z2
f

˘ `

1 ` Z3
f 1

˘

¨
1 ` Z2pT 2

2,3q

2

fi

flP

M p2q
pT 3

1,4,5q “ P

»

–X1
pT 3_

1,4,5q
ź

f,f 1ĂT 3
1,4,5

`

1 ` Z2
f

˘ `

1 ` Z3
f

˘

fi

flP , (3.11)

where Z2pT 2
2,3q is the product of Z2

f over the 2-torus T 2
2,3. From the above expressions we

find

M p1q
pT 3

1,2,3qM
p2q

pT 3
1,4,5q “ M p1q

pT 3
1,2,3qM p2q

pT 3
1,4,5q ¨

1 ´ Z2pT 2
2,3q

2
(3.12)

due to the anti-commutation relation between Z2pT 2
2,3q and X1pT 3_

1,4,5q. Meanwhile we have

M p1q
pT 3

1,2,3qM p2q
pT 3

1,4,5q “
1 ` Z2pT 2

2,3q

2
M p1q

pT 3
1,2,3qM

p2q
pT 3

1,4,5q . (3.13)

The braiding can then be obtained as

M p1q
pT 3

1,2,3qM
p2q

pT 3
1,4,5qM

p1q
pT 3

1,2,3qM
p2q

pT 3
1,4,5q “ 0 , (3.14)

which follows from
`

1 ´ Z2pT 2
2,3q

˘ `

1 ` Z2pT 2
2,3q

˘

“ 0, i.e. M p1qpT 3
1,2,3qM

p2qpT 3
1,4,5q and

M p2qpT 3
1,4,5qM p1qpT 3

1,2,3q have orthogonal projectors.
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“Borromean rings” braiding of membranes If we include additional magnetic

operator M p3qpV 2
3 q, i.e. correlation function of M p1qpV3q,M

p2qpV 1
3q,M p3qpV 2

3 q, the new

magnetic operator sources the holonomy of c2 “ ´πδpV 2
4 q with BV 2

4 “ V 2
3 , thus the three

magnetic operators have the correlation function

p´1q
ş

δpV4qKδpV 1
4qKδpV 2

4 qK

. (3.15)

The correlation gives p´1q for the three volume operators arranged in analogue of Borromean

rings. The discussion is similar to the D “ 3,m “ n “ 1 case in [63].

3.5 Self-correcting quantum memory

Let us analyze the self-correcting property for the model on 5-dimensional hypercubic spatial

lattice. The Hamiltonian model in section 2.4 with m “ n “ 2, D “ 6 has Gauss law term

for each edge and flux term for each cube, and each face has 3 types of qubits for a, b, c.

Since we have a commuting (non-Pauli) stabilizer models in Eq. (2.16), the errors inducing

the loop and membrane excitations can be decoupled and corrected independently, similar

to the 4D self-correcting toric-code case where the e-excitations induced by the Z-type errors

and m-excitations induced by the X-type errors can be corrected independently. Thus, we

will apply a similar analysis using a Peierls argument as in Ref. [25] for the 4D toric code.

We consider the quantum memory being coupled to a thermal bath with temperature

T and focus on the thermal noise since its not correctable for usual topological memories

without self-correction capability.

Errors inducing loop excitations We first discuss correction of the errors inducing loop

excitations. The unit-time probability for creation or survival of a small loop excitation on a

plaquette, i.e. violating the Gauss term on the 4 boundary edges, is given by the Boltzmann

ratio:
P p0 Ñ 4q

P p0 Ñ 0q
“

P p4 Ñ 4q

P p4 Ñ 0q
“ e´8β

pβ “ 1{T q, (3.16)

where the energy cost along each edge is taken to be 2 (flipping ´1 to `1 in the Gauss law

term) and P pi Ñ jq stands for the unit-time transition probability (rate) from i violated

edges to j violated edges. Note that both transition processes 0 Ñ 4 and 4 Ñ 0 can be

induced by a “plaquette flipping” corresponding to a Pauli-Z operator Zf acted on the qubit

associated with the plaquette f . Similarly, the transition process between the configurations

with 1 violated edge and 3 violated edges is also induced by a plaquette flipping, with the

transition probability ratio given by:

P p1 Ñ 3q

P p1 Ñ 1q
“

P p3 Ñ 3q

P p3 Ñ 1q
“ e´4β. (3.17)
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Finally, for all the configurations with two violated edges which have the same energy, one

can set the plaquette flipping probability at unit time to be 1{2 which connects different

configurations and ensures ergodicity (any initial configuration has a non-zero probability to

reach any final configuration). As one can see, when the temperature T (and the thermal

noise) is low enough, such local system-bath interaction will gradually shrink the perimeter

of the loop excitations and suppress the error proliferation autonomously. This prevents

a homologically non-trivial worldsheets of loop excitations being created which induces a

logical error.

The critical temperature below which the loop excitation error is self-correcting is

determined by the balance between the Boltzmann suppression e´2βℓ for loop of length ℓ

and the loop entropy. The latter can be estimated from the self-avoiding random walk

abundance npℓq „ P pℓqµℓ, where P pℓq is a polynomial and µ is the connective constant on

hypercubic lattice which is µ „ 8.84 for 5-dimensional hypercubic lattice [37]. Thus the

critical temperature below which the loop error is self correcting is given by

e´2βcµ ě 1 ñ Tc ě
2

log µkB
„ 0.92{kB , (3.18)

where βc “ 1{Tc, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and the energy is measured in the unit

such that the smallest loop of four lattice edges has energy 2 ˆ 4 “ 8. The above analysis is

for one type of loop excitation, but it applies to three types of loop excitations, where the

probability combining the Boltzmann factor and the entropy is raised to the third power.

We note that the above analysis also equivalently establishes a probabilistic local cellular-

automaton decoder for the loop excitation errors in the context of active error correction,

where the local decoder simulates the local system-bath interaction. In particular, Eq. (3.16)

and (3.17), along with the 1{2-probability plaquette flipping for the configurations with two

violated edges, define a local update rule of for the cellular-automaton decoder at each

syndrome measurement cycle. Note that either the measurement or the recovery operation

has certain error probability. An error threshold for this decoder can be obtained via the

effective critical temperature: pc „ e´8βc [25]. Due to the local nature of the decoder, there is

no non-local classical communication required in the decoding process, which hence does not

lead to a classical communication/computation overhead as the system scales, in contrast to

the case of the usual non-local decoders.

Errors inducing membrane excitations Now let us analyze the membrane excitation

error in a similar manner. The smallest membrane excitation corresponds to violating the

flux term on a cube s3, which is a 5 ´ 3 “ 2 dimensional membrane on the dual lattice.

Let us consider the flux for a. Then the Gauss law term for b, c will have energy cost 1

for the edge s1, s
1
1 such that

ş

rs3 Y rs1 Y rs1
1 “ 1. The cube s3 corresponds to one surface s2
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such that
ş

rs3 Y rs2 “ 1 on 5-dimensional hypercubic lattice, and the edges s1, s
1
1 can be two

ordered consecutive edges on the boundary of the surface s2. Thus there are four Gauss law

terms contribute to energy cost 1 ˆ 4 “ 4, with a total energy 4 ˆ 1 ` 2 ˆ 1 “ 6, where the

second term is from the flux term on the cube. The smallest membrane excitation created

by a single Pauli X i
f , say i “ 1, consists of 6 cubes from the 2 ˆ p5 ´ 2q “ 6 directions

perpendicular to the face f in both positive and negative directions. Let us consider the

following transition probabilities:

• Creation or survival of a small membrane excitation, i.e. fluxes on 6 cubes:

P p0 Ñ 6q

P p0 Ñ 0q
“

P p6 Ñ 6q

P p6 Ñ 0q
“ e´36β . (3.19)

• Deforming the membrane excitation with fluxes on 1 Ñ 5 cubes or 5 Ñ 1 cubes:

P p1 Ñ 5q

P p1 Ñ 1q
“

P p5 Ñ 5q

P p5 Ñ 1q
“ e´24β . (3.20)

• Deforming the membrane excitation with fluxes on 2 Ñ 4 cubes or 4 Ñ 2 cubes:

P p2 Ñ 4q

P p2 Ñ 2q
“

P p4 Ñ 4q

P p4 Ñ 2q
“ e´12β . (3.21)

• Deforming the membrane excitation with fluxes on 3 Ñ 3 cubes: one can set the cube

flipping probability at unit time to be 1{2 which connects different configurations and

ensures ergodicity.

To estimate the critical temperature, we will need to balance the Boltzmann suppression

e´6βA for membrane excitations of area A and the entropy of the membrane. The latter can

be estimated from self-avoiding random surfaces on 5-dimensional hypercubic dual lattice,

which is discussed in e.g. Ref. [64]. The abundance again grows as eA{τ0 for some constant

τ0, thus the critical temperature is T 1
c ě 6τ0{kB. A probabilistic cellular automaton decoder

is also present for the membrane excitation errors, similar to the one discussed above for the

loop excitation errors.

Combining the results from the loop and membrane excitations, for temperature below

minpTc, T
1
cq, the quantum memory is self-correcting.

Note that the above transition probablities (Eq. (3.19) to (3.21) and the additional 1/2-

probability transition rule) also equivalently establish a probablistic local cellular automaton

decoder for the membrane excitation errors.
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3.5.1 Readout of the memory and decoding the logical information

We have analyzed the error suppression during the process of the quantum computation,

while there always exist residual errors that are never completely corrected. In the end of

the quantum computation, we need to measure the encoded logical qubits in a certain logical

basis. This can be done by performing a readout of all the qubits in a certain basis and

then measure the corresponding logical operators. A convenient choice for this code is to

measure all the qubits in the Z basis, which enables the measurement of electric Wilson

membrane operators which have a product form
ś

Zi
f . Now in order to extract the encoded

logical information, we assume that a reliable classical computer can help with decoding

the measured classical data. Note that the measured data will contain errors originated

from e.g. the thermal and readout noise. The errors in the Pauli-Z measurement can be

detected via the error syndromes corresponding to the Gauss term, i.e., loop excitations. We

then apply the probabilistic local cellular automaton decoder (for the loop excitation errors)

presented above to clean up the loop excitations. Since the classical computer is reliable,

this recovery process can be executed perfectly. One can than perform a readout on the

Wilson membrane operators
ś

Zi
f . Note that a logical error can occur if the above recovery

process creates a homologically non-trivial worldsheet of the loop excitations. Such a logical

error can be exponentially suppressed with the system size L when the bath temperature is

below the critical temperature minpTc, T
1
cq and the readout error is below the error threshold

of this decoder pc „ e´8βc .

3.5.2 Generalization: general cubic theory without particles

Let us generalize the argument to general cubic theory without particles, with m,n,D

satisfying (2.18). The theory consists of electric excitations of pm´1q, pn´1q, pD´m´n´1q ě

1 dimensions and magnetic excitations of pD´m´2q, pD´n´2q, pm`n´2q ě 1 dimensions.

The thermal stability depends on the balance between the Boltzmann suppression and the

entropy.

• The energy cost for the k-dimensional electric excitations is 2ϵ0Vk where the

Hamiltonian has coefficient ϵ0 and Vk is the volume of the excitations in terms of

the lattice spacing. The energy cost for the k1-dimensional magnetic excitations is

pϵ0`2ϵ0qVk1 “ 3ϵ0Vk1 . The energy gap is thus bounded below by 2ϵ0Vk for k-dimensional

excitation.

• The multiplicity of k-dimensional excitation of volume Vk for k ě 1 can be estimated as

follows, following [25]. The first step of the random “submanifold-walk” on hypercubic

lattice chooses k distinct directions out of 2D directions (including the orientation),
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and the next step on chooses a boundary of this k-simplex to attach with another k-

simplex, thus one first make a choice out of 2k (including the orientation), and then

one attaches to the original k-simplex with a new one by combining the boundary with

one orthogonal direction not overlap with the original k-simplex, which is a choice of

2D ´ k. Thus the multiplicity of Vk steps is bounded above by

npVkq ď 2Dp2kp2D ´ kqq
Vk . (3.22)

To suppress large excitations, it is sufficient to require the temperature to be lower than

1{pβkBq where

e´β2ϵ0Vk2Dp2kp2D ´ kqq
Vk „ 1 . (3.23)

In other words, this gives an estimation of the critical temperature below which there is no

large k-dimensional excitations

Tcpkq „
2ϵ0

logp2kp2D ´ kqqkB
. (3.24)

The critical temperature for all excitations is then

Tc „ minkPtpm´1q,pn´1q,pD´m´n´1q,pD´m´2q,pD´n´2q,pm`n´2quTcpkq . (3.25)

We remark that if k Ñ 0, i.e. particle excitations, the estimation gives Tcpkq Ñ 0 and

Tc Ñ 0, which is consistent with thermal instability for topological orders with particles.

4 Discussion and Outlook

In this work we have constructed a family of infinite many candidate non-Abelian self-

correcting quantum memories in spacetime dimension D ě 5`1, which is the dimension that

the non-Abelian self-correcting memories can occur. These models also give rise to the first

set of non-Abelian topological orders which are stable at finite temperature. The models can

be described by three Z2 higher-form gauge fields with cubic topological interaction among

them. In these models, the electric excitations obey Abelian fusion rules, while the magnetic

excitations obey non-Abelian fusion rules. We discuss the properties of the models using

field theory and non-Pauli stabilizer lattice Hamiltonian models. We use a Peierls argument

to show the self-correcting properties and thermal stability, and devise a probabilistic local

cellular-automaton decoder for these codes.

There are several future directions. A more rigorous proof of the self-correcting properties

based on Lindblad dynamics can be obtained in a similar way as Refs. [65,30], since the error

correction property of our commuting non-Pauli stabilizer model is very close to the 4D
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CSS toric code. One can also develop a deterministic cellular-automaton decoder using non-

equilibrium dynamics in analogy to Toom’s rule or sweep decoder [66], which is more efficient

in cleaning up the errors than the current probabilistic decoder. Besides the study of the

memory storage, the non-Abelian nature of this code can potentially allow us to perform non-

Clifford and universal logical gate set in a self-correcting memory in five spatial dimensions,

which would be lower dimensional than the current universal computation scheme with

self-correcting memory based on a 6D color code [30]. Also, the distance scaling of the

non-Abelian self-correcting memory d “ OpN
2
5 q is better than that of the 6D color code

d “ OpN
1
3 q for total number of qubits equal N . Such fault-tolerant computing scheme will

be highly desirable since it does not need non-local classical communication and there is

no classical decoding overhead during the quantum computation process except the final

readout stage when quantum operation already stops.

Finally, in our discussion we have focused on topological orders with fully-mobile

excitations. It would be interesting to explore more general fractonic non-Abelian quantum

memories in even lower spatial dimensions, where the code space can have exponentially

many logical qubits in the system size.
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A Obstruction to Non-Abelian Fusion

Let us generalize the argument in [31, 32] that rule out TQFTs with non-Abelian loop

excitations in the absence of particles.

Consider TQFTs without pn´1q-dimensional excitations, where we take n ě 2. Suppose
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there are n-dimensional simple excitations pi with non-Abelian fusion rules on S1 ˆ Sn´1:

p1 ˆ p2 “
ÿ

i“3,4,¨¨¨

pi , (A.1)

where pi can be the same when the multiplicity is greater than one. We can shrink the S1

to a point, then the n-dimensional excitations become pn ´ 1q-dimensional excitations on

Sn´1. For simple n-dimensional excitations, the reduction on a circle gives an excitation

that contains at most one copy of identity. Since there is no nontrivial pn ´ 1q-dimensional

excitations, this gives only the identity. The fusion rule (A.1) becomes

1 ˆ 1 “
ÿ

i“3,4,¨¨¨

1 . (A.2)

Thus we have a contradiction unless there is only one term on the right hand side. In other

words, the fusion of the n-dimensional excitations is Abelian.

B Review of Cup Product on Triangulated and

Hypercubic Lattices

Let us review cup product for Z2 valued cochains on triangulated lattice and hypercubic

lattice. For more details, see e.g. [67,51–53,22].

A Z2-valued m-cochain αm is a map from m-simplices on the lattice to 0, 1 mod 2. The

cup product of m-cochain αm and n-cochain βn is an pm ` nq-cochain αm Y βn defined as

follows:

• For triangulated lattice, denote k-simplices by the vertices sk “ p0, 1, 2, 3, ¨ ¨ ¨ , kq, the

cup product takes the following value on pm ` nq-simplices:

αm Y βnp0, 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m ` nq “ αmp0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mqβnpm,m ` 1,m ` 2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m ` nq . (B.1)

We note that there is a common vertex m.

• For hypercubic lattice, the cup product αm Y βn on pm ` nq-dimensional hypercube

sm`n that span the coordinates px1, x2, ¨ ¨ ¨ xm`nq P r0, 1sm`n is given by

αm Y βnpsm`nq “
ÿ

I

αm

`

r0, 1s
I
˘

βn

´

pxI
“ 1, xI

“ 0q ` r0, 1s
I
¯

, (B.2)

where the summation is over the different sets I of m coordinates out of the pm ` nq

coordinates x1, ¨ ¨ ¨ xm`n, I denotes the remaining n coordinates. In each term in

the sum, αm, βn are evaluated on an m-dimensional hypercube and an n-dimensional

hypercube, where the two hypercubes intersect at a point pxI “ 1, xI “ 0q:
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– r0, 1sI is the m-dimensional unit hypercube starting from pxI “ 0, xI “ 0q and

ending at pxI “ 1, xI “ 0q, i.e. r0, 1sI “ t0 ď xi ď 1, xj “ 0 : i P I, j P Iu.

– pxI “ 1, xI “ 0q ` r0, 1sI is the n-dimensional hypercube in the I directions

starting from pxI “ 1, xI “ 0q and ending at pxI “ 1, xI “ 1q, i.e.

pxI “ 1, xI “ 0q ` r0, 1sI “ txi “ 1, 0 ď xj ď 1 : i P I, j P Iu.

C Logical CZ, S, Hadamard Gates in 4D Loop Toric

Code

We will discuss the logical gates in the loop toric code model in 4+1d, which is an example

of self-correcting quantum memory at finite temperature (e.g. [25,5]). The Hamiltonian is a

stabilizer model:

H “ HGauss ` HFlux “ ´
ÿ

e

ź

ePBf

Xf ´
ÿ

c

ź

fPBc

Zf , (C.1)

where the Z2 2-form gauge field is af “ p1 ´ Zf q{2. The ground states on M4 4-manifold is

given by q qubits with H2pM4,Z2q “ Zq
2.

The loop toric code has loop excitations labelled by the electric and magnetic charges

pqe, qmq with qe, qm “ 0, 1, i.e. pure electric loop p1, 0q, pure magnetic loop p0, 1q and dyon

loop p1, 1q, corresponding to violation of the Gauss law terms along the loop, flux terms

along the loop and both types of Hamiltonian terms along the loop.

C.1 Hadamard gate

The model on hypercubic lattice has electromagnetic duality spin rotation symmetry that

exchanges X Ø Z, and swaps the lattice with the dual lattice. To see this, we note that the

Gauss law term on edge in the x direction has product over Xf spanning x direction and one

of the remaining 4´ 1 “ 3 directions, and taking into account the orientation the product is

over 3 ˆ 2 “ 6 Xf . Similarly, each cube c spanning x, y, z directions has faces in xy, yz, zx

directions, with orientations there are in total 3ˆ 2 “ 6 Zf in the product of each flux term.

On the loop excitations the symmetry acts as S : pqe, qmq Ø pqm, qeq, where we note

´qm “ qm mod 2, as well as T : pqe, qmq Ñ pqe ` qm, qmq [68, 22]. The S symmetry acts as

Hadamard gate.
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C.2 CZ and S gates

The T : pqe, qmq Ñ pqe ` qm, qmq symmetry is generated by the gauged SPT defect decorated

with H4pB2Z2, Up1qq “ Z4: [22]

UpM4q “ i
ş

Ppaq . (C.2)

The gauged SPT phase on the domain wall is the semion Walker Wang model. The operator

acting the ground states labelled by holonomy tni “ 0, 1u for i “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , q according to the

intersection form Mij on H2pM4q:

UpM4q|tniuy “ i
ř

j Mjjn
2
j p´1q

ř

iăj Mijninj |tniuy . (C.3)

Consider the following cases:

• M4 “ T 4
x,y,z,w, with q “ 6. The operator realizes the logical gate

UpT 4
q “ CZxy,zwCZxz,ywCZyz,xw , (C.4)

where xy is the 2-cycle spanning x, y directions, and similarly for zw, xz, yw, yz, xw.

In particular, this implies that UpT 4qXxyUpT 4q´1 “ XxyZzw, where X,Z are the logical

gates. Thus the symmetry permutes the magnetic loop excitation to the dyon loop

excitation. This is the case considered in [22].

• M4 “ CP2, with q “ 1. The operator realizes the logical gate

UpT 4
q “ S . (C.5)

In other words, if the state has trivial holonomy on the 2-cycle, the operator acts

trivially; if the state has nontrivial holonomy on the 2-cycle, the operator acts as i.
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